Experiments show that human beings are capable of detecting self-illuminating surfaces in their visual field, and that this capacity is based, to a great extend, on .immediate processing by the visual system, rather than on a higher-level analysis. What are the physical parameters associated with this perception? The following factors are discussed; The highest intensity in the scene, absolute intensity value, local and global contrast, comparison with the average intensity, and lightness computation. All these factors are shown to be insufficient for explaining humans' ability to identify light sources in their visual field. Finally, a method for accomplishing the source detection task in the so-called Mondrian world is presented.
Introduction

1A. The Problem
What is the perception of fluorescence? How can people detect light sources in their visual field? The present work addresses these questions from a computational point of view in a restricted domain, referred to here as the "Mondrian World".
There are many instances in which human beings exhibit the ability to correctly identify light sources in their visual field. For example, in most cases it is easy to tell whether a light bulb is turned on or off. A simple demonstration of this ability is the use of brakes-light in automobiles as a warning system. This is not to say that humans can always detect light-sources correctly. On the contrary: we cannot detect a weak light source if the background is too bright, e.g. stars in daytime, while on the other hand, areas which are not actual light sources are sometimes perceived as such, as in the case of the retroreflecting signs on the highways. However, the interesting point, as we shall see, is not that we occasionally make erroneous judgments, but that in many situations we make the right ones.
Is this capacity based on a high-level analysis or on immediate perception? Does the perception of a shining lamp depend on the knowledge we have about it? To eliminate such possible uses of high-level knowledge the problem of detecting light sources has been confined here to "Achromatic Mondrians". By an Achromatic Mondrian we mean an array of rectangular shapes, of different sizes, and different levels of black, grey and white, as in Fig. 2 . The term "Mondrians" for such arrays was used by Land and McCann [Land, 1971] due to their resemblance to the paintings by Piet Mondrian. These Mondrians serve to simplify the environment, especially by excluding colors [Evans (1974) has some work on the contribution of colors to the perception of fluorescence] and by discarding both shadings and the type of "fuzzy" light sources like, for example, an ordinary light bulb.
Experiments
A Mondrian is composed out of pieces of paper, glued together onto a white, transparent, background sheet. It is then placed on a thick piece of cardboard. By making a hole in the cardboard, and placing it above a fluorescent lamp, the area above the hole becomes a uniform light source. The following notations will be used in the sequel: The light falling on the Mondrian is called the illumination, and is denoted by "I'. The radiant area in the Mondrian is denoted by "A'; the light transmitted through it is called the source-intensity, and is denoted by "L".
A subject is now presented with the Mondrian, and asked whether he detects any light source in it, and where. This procedure is repeated for different light source and illumination values, and for different Mondrians.
Intensity measurements were taken in two ways: 1. Using a United Detector Technology Radio= meter.
2. Using a Special Data System Vidicon. The questions we raise are, under what conditions will the subject be able to detect light sources in the Mondrian, and by what possible methods can such a task be accomplished. Figure 1 summarizes the results of 140 measurements in a typical experiment of this kind. It depicts the degree to which the light source was perceivable, as a function of the light source intensity and the (immediate) background intensity. At a given ullumination I, if we begin such a measurement with a very low source intensity and gradually increase it, the following happens. At first, the source is not detectable. When it grows stronger there is a range of uncertainty, and then, finally, it becomes prominent. The range of uncertainty is bounded by two "thresholds": the lower threshold is the source intensity at which the subject suspects for the first time there might be a light source there; the upper threshold is the source intensity at which he becomes sure. This distinction is important when carrying out experiments with a "just noticeable" light source, as it specifies the experimental condition more precisely. In this diagram, 1 means "undetectable", 2-3 is the range of uncertainty and 4 means that the light source was prominent.
Results
The main points to note at this stage are: 1. There is a linear dependence between the source intensity and the background intensity such that, when it obtains, the source becomes detectable. In the setting of this particular experiment the lower threshold was achieved at a source to background ratio of about 23, and the upper threshold at a ratio of about 35.
2. When the background is altered the dependence remains linear, but the threshold values change. The dashed line in Fig. ! represents the upper threshold in a different setting, where the (immediate) background reflectance was 10 times higher than that of the first experiment. The threshold values in this case were about 10 times lower. This last result means that light sources are sometimes conspicuous in scenes with relatively low contrasts. We shall return to the contrast issue in the next section where physical parameters, which may seem to underline the perception of fluorescence, are examined.
Discussion: Six Possibilities and their Insufficiency
We shall proceed by examining the following six factors from the point of view of their relevance to light-sources detection.
1. The highest intensity in the visual field. 2. High absolute intensity value. 3. Local contrast. 4. Global contrast. 5. Intensity compared with the average intensity in the scene. We shall conclude that even in the simple case of the Mondrian, these factors are not sufficient to account for the ability of human subjects to detect light sources in their visual field. 207 appear as a light source. The conclusion is that it was not the high intensity value at A that made it appear radiant. Rather, it seems that the major role was played by the ratio between the intensity at A and that of the surroundings.
The Highest Intensity in the Scene
A perceived light source is not necessarily associated with the highest light intensity in the field. Suppose, for example, that we create an illumination gradient, and at the place where the intensity is low, we place a weak light source. The intensities can be (and were) set in such a way, that the light source will be perceivable, while the intensity graph will look like that in Fig The intensity at B is higher than the intensity at A.
It is, in fact, the highest intensity in the scene. Still, only A is perceived as a light source. Thus, having the highest intensity in the scene is neither a necessary, nor is it, obviously, a sufficient condition, for being perceived as a light source.
High Absolute Intensity Value
A light source is not necessarily associated with an area of high absolute intensity. Against a dark enough background a firefly is perceived as a light source, although the absolute light intensity coming from it is very low. Also, in the situation described above, where L was held constant and I increased, the total intensity coming from area A (the light source) increased, while at the same time it ceased to
Contrast
A variable that seems suitable to explain the dependence between source intensity and illumination is the contrast. The contrast between intensity 11 and intensity 12 is usually defined as (11-12)/(11+12). As this contrast is a monotonic function of 11/12 (assuming I1/I2 is positive) high contrast simply corresponds to 11 being "many times" greater than 12 .
We can now explain the result mentioned in the last section in terms of contrast. Suppose we have an illumination I= 100 units on some arbitrary scale. L= 100 units, and instead of a Mondrian we have a uniform surface with reflectance=0.5 (that is, it reflects 50 % of the incident light.) The light intensity coming from A will be 100 (source intensity)+ 100 9 0.5 (reflection), that is, 150 units. From the surroundings, we get only the 50 units of reflected light, so that the ratio is 3 : 1. If the illumination is raised to 1000 units, the new intensities ratio between A and the surroundings will be only 6: 5. Although the light intensity at A is higher this time, the contrast is much lower.
A plausible conclusion from the discussion so far is that whenever the contrast between a stimulus A and its surroundings exceeds a certain value, the former is perceived as a light source. There is a kind of "rationale" to such a conclusion; Surfaces in nature do not usually have reflectivity values approaching the extremes of 100 % or 0 %. A very high contrast value is thus not likely to be achieved by reflectance changes alone; rather, it might indicate the presence of a light source.
The experimental data (Fig. 1) show, however, the inadequacy of such a simple explanation. In the case of the dark background a contrast of 15 : 1 is still below the lower threshold, while with the light background a ratio of 4 : 1 is more than enough to make the light source prominent. Moreover, a contrast of 4:1 cannot serve as an indicator to the presence of a self-illuminating surface, since much higher contrasts are found in natural scenes with no light sources in them. Thus, the perception of a light source cannot be identified with that of a high enough contrast. While a high enough contrast seems, at least in the Mondrian world where shadows are excluded, sufficient to induce the perception of a light source, it is not a necessary condition. In other words, the presence of a light source can be "deduced" from factor(s) other than contrast. The rest of the paper is an attempt to find such a factor, or perhaps a computation which the visual system can perform autonomously, without resorting to high-level knowledge. What makes the question intriguing is the fact that there does not seem to be an obvious candidate for the task.
We proceed by discussing some of the more immediate candidates for a solution, and show their inadequacy. They are global as opposed to local contrast, average illumination, and lightness computation.
Global Versus Local Contrast
Consider the situation in Fig,2 . The source intensity was set at the lower threshold. Figure 3 is of the same setting, only this time with a dark area surrounding the light source. The contrast between the source and its immediate surroundings was thus multiplied by 10. This change in contrast did not, however, make the light source more noticeable. The following claim can be raised here: the change in contrast between Figs. 2 and 3 is only in the immediate contrast, that is, between the light source and its immediate surroundings. The global contrast, namely between the light source and the darkest area in the field, had not been effected. The experiment was repeated therefore, this time changing the global surroundings as well, and with similar results. Using the above distinction it can now be stated, that light sources are sometimes detectable when both the global and the local contrasts were low, therefore neither is a necessary condition for the source detection.
Average Illumination
Another factor that had been considered is the influence of changes in the average illumination. Will the thresholds of detection become lower, if we use, for example, a darker Mondrian (while maintaining both global and immediate contrasts fixed)? No such influence has been detected.
Lightness Computation
Finnaly, let me turn to a brief analysis of the above results in terms of lightness to see whether this approach provides us with the key to the detection of low-contrast sources. The computation of lightness from intensities (see Land, i971; Horn, 1974) involves the separation of sharp intensity changes from gradual ones. One might try to use this decomposition to explain the fact that A in Fig. 4 is perceived as a light source, although the intensity at B is higher: if the lightness contrast is computed instead of the intensity contrast, then area A obviously gets the highest value. Examination of the experimental data reveals, however, that the computation Of contrast via lightness, does not help solving the basic problem: high contrast is still not a necessary condition. The visual system somehow distinguishes between possible interpretations of the scene: a contrast created by light-and-dark surfaces on the one hand, and a contrast created by the presence of a light source on the other. To make the problem of "more than one possible interpretation" clearer, consider the following intensity array:
44 The corresponding lightness matrix discards slow changes and therefore will look like this:
30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 50 50 50 50 50.
In both cases, there is more than a single possible interpretation. One interpretation is that the areas simply have different reflectivities. Thus, the central area can be normalized to 1.0, and the left and right areas assigned the values of 0.3 and 0.5 respectively. A different interpretation is that the right area has a reflectivity of 1.0, the left 0.6, and the center is a light source.
To be sure, if we knew the real reflectance of one area, we could have determined (at least in the case of Mondrians) all the reflectance values in the picture, and then we could have also assigned the label "light source" to areas of reflectance greater then a unity. The only trouble with this method is that there does not seem to exist a way of determining real reflectance values. Still, in many cases the visual system is able to make the right interpretation of the scene. In a picture rather similar to the array presented above, but with even less contrast, a light source had been perceived. That is, the visual system managed to somehow pick (correctly) the light-source interpretation. How can this be done? From now on we proceed along theoretical lines, searching for a method to accomplish the following task: given an array of light intensities obtained from some scene, find the light sources in the original scene. It should be emphasized that the only information available for subsequent processing is this intensity array alone. Hence the method should be expressed only in terms of these measurements. The following section proposes such a method.
The Proposed Method
General Description of the Method
Roughly speaking, the proposed method is the following:
Given two adjacent areas, compute both their intensity-ratio and their gradient-ratio, and compare the two. If the ratios are not equal, one of the areas is a light source.
It is based on the following two observations: 1. All that is needed for the detection of a light source, is the correct values of the reflectance ratios in the scene. 2. In many cases this real reflectance ratio can be computed, even in the presence of a light source, by comparing intensity gradients.
Let me discuss each in turn.
Using the value of (ro/rl):
The preceding section seemed to imply that a correct normalization of the reflectances is needed in order to detect light sources, by identifying them with areas of reflectance greater than 1. It turns out, however, that we don't need that much.
Consider two adjacent areas: area No. 0 and area No. 1, and suppose that we somehow know the reflectance ratio ro/q . Assuming the illumination is a continuous function of the position, we can then determine whether one of the above areas is a light source. The continuity of I implies that the illumination on the two sides of the borderline between the areas is approximately equal, if the measurements are taken close enough to the borderline. From this equality it follows that if neither of the areas is a light source, the intensity ratio should equal the reflectance ratio. Hence, if the ratio values do not agree, we can deduce the presence of a light source and, as it turns out, we can also compute the actual source intensity.
Computing (ro/r 0 from gradients:
As had been mentioned above, the only values , permitted in the computation are the intensity values at different points in the visual field. The way used both by Land and Horn to determine reflectance ratios from these intensities is basically the following: Find the points of sharp changes in the intensity distribution, like point A in Fig. 5 . Then conclude that the ratio ro/r ~ is equal to the ratio e0/e t when e o is measured to the left of the "jump" A, and ea is measured to the right of it. This computation, however, presupposes the existence of no light sources in the picture. For otherwise it might be the case that, for example, r 0 = r~, but there is a light source at area 0 which creates the intensity jump at A. That is to say, in order to compute the There is a change both in the intensity and in the gradient reflectances ratio we need first to discover the light sources, and in order to discover the light sources we need the reflectance ratios! Here is a way out of this circle. Suppose (and this is usually the case), that the illumination is not absolutely uniform, but has a gradient which over some area is more or less linear, say a gradient of 100 intensity units to an inch. When such an illumination is reflected from a surface of reflectance K, not only is the overall intensity reduced by a factor of K: the gradient will be K times the original one as well.
In Fig. 5 , the reflectances are taken to be 1/2 in area 0 and 1/4 in area 1. Note that not only is eA/e8 = 2, but SA/S B also is equal to 2; where SA is the slope of the intensity graph measured from A to the left, and SB is the slope measured from B to the right. If we now add a uniform light source to area 0, the ratio ea/e B will change, but the ratio SA/S B will remain the same, and still equal to ro/rl: SA and SB can, of course, be computed from the intensity values alone. Thus, we can use the gradient ratio to compute the reflectance ratio, and then use this ratio as shown in the preceding section to test for the presence of a light source. Next, we shall describe how the computation is actually implemented.
The "Source Operator" and its Implementation
Few notations: as before, I denotes the illumination, L -the source intensity (the source is assumed to be in area 0), S is the gradient, r denotes the reflectance and e stands for the intensity of the light reaching the eye. Note that e is the only parameter we are allowed 
if the points 0 and 1, where the measurements are taken, are close enough to each other. However, "real life" measurements tend to look more noisy and with very few step changes in the intensity. In such cases we can no longer suppose that I A is equal to IB, as they are too far apart. Rather, it is I s = 
This last equation, with the slopes replacing the reflectances:
will be referred to as the "S-Operator".
It is a rather straightforward task to implement the S-Operator and run it on actual intensity arrays. It was done using a Special Data Equipment Vidicon and a DEC PDP 10 based computer system. The algorithm basically computes the S-Operator between each picture point and its left (or right) neighbou r, though several details have to be added, mainly to cope with problems of noise and insufficient resolution. Figure 6 at the left of this section shows the intensity distribution obtained from a scene which contained a light source to the right of point A. Figure 7 shows the corresponding output of the S-Operator, which was looking for the left borderline of a light source. As negative S-values are meaningless in the particular algorithm that had been used, the output can be taken as the positive value of the S-value, as in Fig. 8 . The "source value" is tile highest at the real source borderline. Its relative magnitude is sufficient to allow the setting of some threshold, above which an area can be labeled as a light source. In the general case, this threshold has to depend on the overall intensity. This dependence contributes to the phenomenon that a light source, which is detectable at low illuminations, becomes undetectable at higher ones. Suppose that the lower detection threshold is taken to be the computed reflected intensity. That is, L should exceed Co, or roughly e 1 * (ro/r 0 to become noticeable. This assump-tion implies that the contrast at the detection threshold will be somewhat higher than twice the value of (ro/rl), a value which is in agreement with the experimental results. This agreement suggests another interesting result. If rl/r o is sufficiently greater than 2 it should be possible to perceive a light source at area 0 even when the intensity coming from this area is lower than the intensity of its surroundings. This prediction was tested and verified. For example, using rl = 6r o a light source at area 0 was perceivable when the intensity e 0 was only half the intensity e t.
Summary
Human beings possess the ability to detect selfilluminating surfaces in their visual field. This capacity is largely based on immediate perception. There does not, however, seem to exist any single, simple parameter responsible for the generation of this perception. Theoretical considerations suggest a possible way of accomplishing the source detection task, based on simple intensity and gradient comparisons. It is not known whether this method is indeed used by the visual system: It was, however, successfully implemented on a computer system.
